
‘Ode to Jokes’ 
By Atilla Fak 

 

How do I loathe you? Let me say the ways.  

If the past, future and the present walk in a bar,  

Wouldn’t it be tense? The petrifying gaze.  

The absolute shock of the corny neighs.  

  

As always, these jokes go on, not enough  

English is a difficult language they say,  

It can be understood through tough,  

Thorough thought though. You don’t say?  

  

How I must ask with a blighted heart.  

What would happen if, one crosses a joke  

And a rhetorical question? Smart.  

Reading the jokes of the century - being woke.  

  

The end is near, and I shall clarify, 

That I hate cliffhangers, they just... 

 

 

 

‘Birth Time’ 
By Caner Murzoğlu  

 

This time of the year, nature gives birth, 

To the billions of beauties of the world, 

The glamour of the Earth is like untold truth, 

That shines throughout this season as it should. 

 

Flowers, trees and bushes, flood the cheerful woods. 

Rosebuds cover the gardens, cheering like the youth. 

Spring surrounds souls softly in its safe seas, 

Only sadness and madness is the scarring wraith. 

 

Daisies rose up to salute the sun, 

Sheep and lambs break the silence apart, 

Scents of the wind mesmerize the ongoing fun, 

To make them blind with the love in its heart. 

 

When spring arrives to surround the world, 

The world rises up as a flaming bird. 

 

 

 

 



 

‘Morning Fog in My mind’ 

By Huriye Nilsu Görmüş 

 
The little cup in my hand is steaming, 

Sunday morning fog hiding all around, 

Along the street milky mist is streaming, 

And thousands of echoes are blurring sound. 

 

Old and grey magician cast the spell of wonder, 

Changing our world to a fairyland - 

Monster bug is running with a noise of thunder, 

Funny dwarf and giant playing in a band. 

 

The greatest artist is imagination, 

And every second is a masterpiece, 

With shape and color making new creation, 

Until the haze is removed by breeze. 

 

You want to have your mind agog? 

The only thing you need is fog. 

 

 


